




















200 Watt Power Amplifier

Introduction
General Overview

Most audio power amplifiers currently available on the market are some
kind of analog design.  Digital amplifiers now offer a viable
alternative to the standard analog amplifier design with major
advantages in the areas of size and efficiency.

Specifications
The PA1X200 is a 200W per channel D class amplifier.
Frequency Range 2Hz to 20KHz +-3dB
Power Output 200W RMS into 4 ohms  400W peak

100W RMS into 8 ohms  200W peak
Distortion <1% at 1KHz
Size 7”x5.5”x2”
Efficiency 80% at full output into real load

96% at full output into reactive load
Supply 10V to 18V DC up to 16A (.5A standby current)
Output Noise 60uV RMS
Input Impedance 47K
Input voltage range -12V to +12V
CMRR 20dB

IMPORTANT
The high frequency/high current switching used in this project may cause
interference in any radio equipment.  Use the printed circuit layout
included to limit RF radiation and prevent destructive ringing in the
circuit.  DO NOT attempt to construct this project on perf board.
Component placement is important.

Theory of Operation (Overview)
The power amplifier consists of the 5 major blocks: DCDC converter,
shutdown, output drive, preamplifier, and ramp generator.  The DCDC
converter generates the +25V and –15V supply.  It also enables other
parts of the amplifier with the DCDC ENABLE control line.  In the event
of a fault or low voltage condition the shutdown circuit disables the
output FETs.  The actual amplification is done by the output drive and
support circuitry.  The output drive pulse width modulates the signal
and amplifies the pulses.  The preamplifier is used to condition the
input signal for the drive circuit.  It also performs the function of
error amplifier for the output drive control loop.  A ramp generator is
needed for the pulse width modulation.  It is set for a fixed frequency
of 250KHz 5Vpp.

Theory of Operation - Output Stages
In an analog amplifier, the transistors are biased to operate somewhere
in the linear operating range of the transistor.  This means current is
flowing through the transistor with a voltage across the transistor.
The current and voltage causes heat to be dissipated in the transistor.
Class D amplifiers use a switching circuit to amplify the signal.
Switching circuits do not dissipate as much heat because when the
transistors are ON there will be no voltage across them (hence no power)
and when they are off there will be no current through them (and no
power dissipated).  The major loss of power in switching circuits is
stored charge when the circuit changes state.

Class D amplifiers pulse width modulates the input signal.  By pulse
width modulating the signal, the voltage amplitude is converted to the



on time duration of the pulses.  Since a pulse is either a 1 or 0 a
switching circuit can amplify it.  After the signal has been amplified,
it is returned to the analog domain by a low pass filter.  This removes
the high frequency components introduced by the modulation leaving an
amplified version of the original input signal.  If only
inductive/ capacitive filters are used the filter losses will be very
low.  See Figure 1 for waveforms.

Input and Ramp waveforms

Pulse Width Modulated Signal

Amplified, Low Pass Filtered, Pulse Width Modulated Signal

Figure 1 - Waveforms in a Class D Power Amplifier

In this application, the class D amplifier is placed in a control loop
with the preamplifier.  This is to reduce the distortion and noise
introduced into the system.  The distortion originates from an imperfect
ramp and the bridge drive dead time (no FETs ON).  The control loop
error amplifier is IC4D in the preamplifier.  It has a high frequency
rolloff to keep the loop stable and make it immune to high frequency
switching noise.  IC4B takes the difference between IN+ and IN- to
remove common mode noise between the local ac ground (ACGND) and the
signal source ground.  An added advantage of using differential inputs
is the entire amplifier can be powered from an AC isolated source thus
preventing interference with other electronics.



The additional support circuitry in the output drive controls the turn
on speed of the FETs and prevents ringing.  The turn on speed of the
FETs needs to be controlled to prevent current spikes.  These spikes
originate from a freewheeling current (the speaker drive current) that
turns on the body diodes of the FETs.  In order to prevent the stored
charge in the diode from discharging too fast, the rise of the gate
voltage is limited.  This discharge current is limited to about 30-50 A.

Theory of Operation - DCDC Converters
The DCDC converter used for this project is a current mode flyback
converter.  This means the switching transistor current is monitored to
determine when the transistor is to be turned off.  By increasing the
current allowed through the transistor, the total energy converted by
the circuit can be controlled.  An error amplifier that monitors the
output voltage controls the current shut off point.  If the output
voltage drops, the current through the transistor is increased until the
voltage returns to the control circuit reference.  A simplified version
of the converter is shown in Figure 2.  In the actual circuit, the
current is monitored using the voltage drop across the drain source
resistance of the FET.

CONTROL CIRCUIT

FEEDBACK

DRIVE
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INPUT SUPPLY +25V
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Figure 2 - Simplified Positive DCDC Converter

The positive DCDC converter a flyback converter and operates in
two states:
1.  When Q1 is ON, 12VDC is across the T1 primary causing a positive

current to flow in T1.  The longer Q1 is on, the more current flows.
Q1 is turned off when the current reaches a point defined by the
error amplifier.

2.  When Q1 is OFF, the current through T1 continues to flow and is
forced through D1 to the higher potential of the +25V supply.  The
current through T1 will decay because of the reverse potential across
T1.  Q1 is turned ON after a preset time and the current through T1
will increase again.  The current through T1 does not need to be 0
before Q1 is turned ON.

The induced voltage in the second coil on the transformer generates the
negative supply.  The voltage on the secondary side is related to the
voltage on the primary side by the turns ratio.  Since the turns ratio
is 1:1, the voltage generated on the secondary side will be the same as
the voltage on the primary side.
During each ON cycle energy is stored in T1 from the input supply.
During the OFF cycle this energy is transferred from T1 to the output of
the converter.  The energy stored in or removed from T1 is:
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Where
I is the DC current in the inductor
∆I is the change in the inductor current
L is the inductance of the primary coil.

∆I is found using:

∆I
V t
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Where:

tON  - the time Q is on

VON  - the voltage across the transformer when Q1 is on (12V)

The on time, tON , is set by the time it takes for the total current

I+ ∆I to reach the point set by the error amplifier.

∆I
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Where:

tOFF  - The time Q1 is off

VOFF  - The voltage across the coil when Q1 is off.  This will be 15V.

The off time, tOFF , is set by a fixed oscillator.

The DC primary current, I, is found using the following formula:

I I I ItPRESENT PREVIOUS OFF ON= + +∆ ∆
Where:

I pPRESENT  is the DC primary current for this cycle

IPREVIOUS  is the DC primary current from the previous cycle

If the circuit is at steady state then the change in current during the
ON time must be equal to the change in current during the OFF state.
If the change in currents do not cancel each other out, the DC current
of the transformer will increase or decrease.  This increase or decrease
in current will increase or decrease the total power converted.

Voltage and current waveforms for the DCDC converter are shown in Figure
3.  It is important to note the actual waveforms appearing in the
circuit may be different depending on many factors.  They are for
illustration only.



Current through Q1

Current through transformer T1

Current through diode D1

Voltage Vds for Q1

Figure 3 - Voltage and Current Waveforms for DCDC converter

The error amplifier (consisting Q203 and the op amp in IC203) monitors
the output voltage of the supply.  If the voltage drops below the
control circuit reference voltage, the output of the error amplifier
rises.  The control loop is stabilized using a RC feedback loop.  The
current mode control structure is inherently stable for AC signals so
the only delay that needs to be stabilized is the error amplifier and



switching delays (time for FET switching to react to a change in control
voltage).

Theory of Operation - Shutdown Control

The shutdown control circuitry is used to control whether the output
FETs are active or shut down.  There are three reasons to have the
output FETs shut down:
1.  The power supply is starting up and the voltages are not stable
2.  The input voltage is dropping and the power supply is shutting down.
3.  There is a short on the output of the amplifier (either terminal to

ground).

To allow the power supply to stabilize on startup, the output FETs are
not enabled for .5 seconds after the difference between the -3V and -15V
supplies reaches 12V.  By using capacitors tied to the -15V supply, the
flip-flop (IC6A) starts up in the shut down state.  This prevents a
startup pop in the speaker.

The Supply State is monitored using the DCDC_ENABLE line from the DCDC
converter.  This line goes low when the supply is shutting down.  It is
used to temporarily shut off the output FETs until power is restored.
The shutdown is temporary because it is possible for a signal spike to
cause the external supply voltage to drop below 8V for a very short
amount of time.  This prevents a shutdown pop in the speaker.

The final cause of shutdown is detected by monitoring the current in the
positive and negative supply lines.  Because the output is a balanced
bridge, if the current in the negative supply is not the same as current
in the positive supply then there is a fault to ground.  If a fault
occurs the output will be shut down and not restarted until power is
removed and restored.  There is a window of about 1 amp to account for
component tolerances and power to internal circuitry.  The shutdown is
latched because it only occurs when there is a fault in the wiring.

If a short occurs across the outputs then the fuse F2 should blow before
any damage occurs. This fuse is also used to protect the speaker in the
event of a FET failure so select a size that will protect the speaker.
Use a maximum fuse size of 16A.



Construction

The amplifier is easiest to construct if the circuits are built up in
the following order:
1) DCDC converter and Input Filter
2) Ramp Generator
   Unbalanced Shutdown
   Preamplifier
3) Driver
4) Output crossover

General construction notes:
-Information on component labeling is in Appendix A
-Information on soldering is in Appendix B
-After testing a section remember to discharge the large storage
capacitors C201, C202, and C409.  To discharge them place a 100 ohm
resistor across the terminals for about 30 seconds.
-For all tests the heat dissipated by the amplifier is small and no heat
sink or case is required.
-Use a supply that can supply 10A of surge current.  If one is not
available then use a supply with a 4700uF cap in parallel with the
source.
-The first parts to install on the board are T101, L701, and L702.  This
is because mechanically, it is difficult to get at the leads of these
parts when the other components are installed.

1)Input Filter and DCDC converter
Install all of the components in the input filter and DCDC converter as
shown.
After all of the components have been installed connect the supply to
the terminal strip. There should be about 12V across C102.  The voltage
at +25V should go to 15V plus the supply voltage.  This would be about
27V for a 12V supply.  The –15V supply should go to –15V.
Discharge the storage capacitors before debugging or proceeding to the
next step.

Some common problems:
1)Supply doesn’t start up:
-Check for 5V on pin 8 of IC201
-Check for 12V on pin 7 of IC201
-Voltage at pin 2 is normally 2.5V.  If it is higher then Q203 circuit
is defective.
2)Supply doesn’t start up and input supply is held at +8 to 10V.  Q201
gets hot
-Power train has a short or open in it.
-Input supply cannot provide a large enough startup surge. Before
shutting down.  Use a 10A supply.
3)Supply voltage is too high
-Q203 circuit is malfunctioning
4)Supply squeals or makes other obnoxious noises.
-Current feedback from Q201 is defective.

Note: If the unit is completed and has had a failure then J1 can be used
to disable all of the circuits past the positive DCDC converter to allow
this converter to be tested independently of the rest of the amplifier.
The schematic for the input filter is in Figure 5.
The schematic for the positive DCDC converter is in Figure 6.
Parts list in Table 1 and the parts placement diagram in Figure 11.



Table 1 - Parts List for First step.
C305-06 C101 3uF_100V_12.1A_FILM_CAP
C107-03 C102 100uF_35V_PTH
C478-03 C103 4700uF_35V_PTH
C478-03 C201 4700uF_35V_PTH
C478-03 C202 4700uF_35V_PTH
C104-01 C203 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C472-01 C204 4n7F 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C102-01 C205 1nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C103-01 C206 10nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C207 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C208 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C209 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
1N4002-01 D101 1N4002 SILICONRECT 1A 100V
MBR1045-01 D201 10A_45V_SHOTKEY_RECT
MBR1045-01 D202 10A_45V_SHOTKEY_RECT
F15A3AG-01 F101 15A_3AG_FAST_BLO_FUSE
UC3843-01 IC201 UC3843_CURRENT_MODE_CONTROLLER
JMPR2P-01 J1 2 PIN 100MIL JUMP
L103-01 L101 10uH 10A ROD CHOKE
IRCZ44-01 Q201 IRCZ44_SENSEFET_0.024OHM
2N3906-01 Q203 2N3906 GEN PURPOSE PNP TRANSISTOR
R0R1-05 R201 0.1 OHM 5W 5% WIREWOUND RES.
R0R1-05 R202 0.1 OHM 5W 5% WIREWOUND RES.
R103-01 R203 10K 5% .25W PTH
R222-01 R204 2K2 5% .25W PTH
R104-01 R205 100K 5% .25W PTH
R222-01 R206 2K2 5% .25W PTH
R472-01 R207 4K7 5% .25W PTH
R472-01 R208 4K7 5% .25W PTH
R102-01 R209 1K_5%_1/4W_RESISTOR
R101-01 R210 100 OHM 5% .25W PTH
R470-01 R211 47 OHM 5% .25W PTH
R471-01 R212 470 OHM 5% .25W PTH
R101-01 R213 100 OHM 5% .25W PTH
R472-01 R214 4K7 5% .25W PTH
L153-01 T101 15uH_12A_LOW_EMI_COIL



2) Ramp generator, Unbalanced shutdown and Preamplifier.

Install all of the components shown in the schematics as shown.
Power up the amplifier and measure the voltage at ACGND.
The ramp signal should have a ramp on it (5 Vpp at 250KHz) with a DC
voltage the same as ACGND.  If this is not the case then there is a
problem in the ramp circuit.
Shutdown+ should be at -15V.
Shut off power and jumper J2 (induce a shutdown).  Don’t forget to
discharge the caps.
Shutdown+ should be at about -3V
Measure the voltage at the ACGND point.
Measure the voltage at pin 7, pin 8, and pin 14 of IC502.  They should
be at the same voltage as ACGND.  If not, there is problem in the
preamp.
Disconnect power but leave the jumper in place for the next test.
Discharge the caps before debugging or building up the rest of the
circuit.

The parts list is in Table 2.

Table 2 – Ramp Generator, Preamp, and shutdown parts list



C103-01 C301 10nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C302 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C106-03 C304 10uF 35V
C331-01 C401 330pF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C331-01 C402 330pF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C403 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C404 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C332-01 C405 3n3F 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C102-01 C406 1nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C109-03 C409 10000uF_50V_PTH
C104-01 C412 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C107-03 C413 100uF_35V_PTH
C104-01 C414 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C415 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C416 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C417 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C418 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C474-01 C501 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C474-01 C502 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C470-01 C503 47pF_50V_CERAMIC_PTH_0.1"SPC
C470-01 C504 47pF_50V_CERAMIC_PTH_0.1"SPC
C106-03 C506 10uF 35V
C103-01 C507 10nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C332-01 C508 3n3F 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C509 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C103-01 C510 10nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
ZD8V1-01 D301 1N5238_8V1_ZENER_DIODE
1N4148-01 D403 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D404 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D405 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D406 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
LM393-01 IC301 LM393_DUAL_COMPARITOR
4011-01 IC302 4011_QUAD_NAND_GATE
4013-02 IC303 4013_DUAL_D_FLIP_FLOP
MC78M12CDT-01 IC401 7812_+12V_1.2A_VOLTA_REGULATOR_SMT
4066-02 IC501 4066_QUAD_BILATERAL_SWITCH
TL084-01 IC502 TL084_QUAD_OP_AMP
JMPR2P-01 J301 2 PIN 100MIL JUMP
20PINHDR-01 J501 20_PIN_HEADER_PTH_.1SPC
MPSA56-01 Q301 MPSA56 HI VOLT PNP TRANSISTOR
MPSA06-01 Q302 MPSA06 HI VOLT TRANSISTOR
2N3906-01 Q303 2N3906 GEN PURPOSE PNP TRANSISTOR
2N3906-01 Q304 2N3906 GEN PURPOSE PNP TRANSISTOR
2N3906-01 Q401 2N3906 GEN PURPOSE PNP TRANSISTOR
2N3904-01 Q402 2N3904 GEN PURPOSE TRANSISTOR
R472-01 R301 4K7 5% .25W PTH
R471-01 R302 470 OHM 5% .25W PTH
R104-01 R303 100K 5% .25W PTH
R472-01 R304 4K7 5% .25W PTH
R471-01 R305 470 OHM 5% .25W PTH
R102-01 R306 1K_5%_1/4W_RESISTOR
R222-01 R307 2K2 5% .25W PTH
R102-01 R308 1K_5%_1/4W_RESISTOR
R471-01 R309 470 OHM 5% .25W PTH
R222-01 R310 2K2 5% .25W PTH
R102-01 R311 1K_5%_1/4W_RESISTOR
R102-01 R312 1K_5%_1/4W_RESISTOR
R472-01 R313 4K7 5% .25W PTH
R103-01 R314 10K 5% .25W PTH



3) Driver and Output Filter
Install all of the components except for Q601 and Q603
Jumper J301 (This forces the driver to function even when a shutdown has
occurred) and apply power.
Check the waveform at the gate of each FET.  They should have a duty
cycle of 50% and be going from -15V to -3V.
Disconnect power and install Q601 and Q603.
Apply power.
A 40Vpp 50% duty cycle square wave should be present at the LFOUT- and
LFOUT+ nodes.
Disconnect power, remove all jumpers.
Apply power to the amplifier.
The voltage at the output terminals should be about 6V.  If the voltages
go to either -15V or +40V there is a problem in the preamplifier.
Measure the voltage across the output terminals.  Use the offset control
to set this voltage to 0V.

Table 3 - Parts List for Driver and Output Filter



C474-01 C601 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C474-01 C602 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C104-01 C603 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C104-01 C604 100nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.1"SPC
C474-01 C605 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C474-01 C606 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C474-01 C607 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C474-01 C608 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C474-01 C701 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C474-01 C702 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C474-01 C703 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C474-01 C704 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C474-01 C705 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
C105-06 C706 1uF_100V_9.2A_FILM_CAP
C474-01 C709 470nF 50V CERAMIC PTH 0.2"SPC
1N4148-01 D601 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D602 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D603 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D604 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D605 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D606 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D607 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D608 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D609 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
1N4148-01 D610 1N4148_SILICON_SWITCH_DIODE
F15A3AG-01 F701 15A_3AG_FAST_BLO_FUSE
HIP4080-01 IC601 HIP4080AIP_H_BRIDGE_DRIVER
JMPR2P-01 J601 2 PIN 100MIL JUMP
L103-01 L701 10uH 10A ROD CHOKE
L103-01 L702 10uH 10A ROD CHOKE
L153-01 L703 15uH_12A_LOW_EMI_COIL
L153-01 L704 15uH_12A_LOW_EMI_COIL
IRF530-01 Q601 IRF530_N_CHANNEL_FET
IRF530-01 Q602 IRF530_N_CHANNEL_FET
IRF530-01 Q603 IRF530_N_CHANNEL_FET
IRF530-01 Q604 IRF530_N_CHANNEL_FET
R473-01 R601 47K 5% .25W PTH
R473-01 R602 47K 5% .25W PTH
R102-01 R603 1K_5%_1/4W_RESISTOR
R100-01 R604 10 OHM 5% .25W PTH
R100-01 R605 10 OHM 5% .25W PTH
R100-01 R606 10 OHM 5% .25W PTH
R100-01 R607 10 OHM 5% .25W PTH

It is usually a good idea to test it out with a junk speaker at this
point (although the amplifier is working) just to be sure there are no
faults in the circuit.  A gentle tap with a screwdriver will show up
most loose connections.

If one of the FETs should burn out then usually it will destroy the
other FET in that side of the bridge.  It can also destroy IC601.
Replace the FETs in pairs.  When installing the new FETs, IC601 can be
tested by installing J301 and J601, installing the low side FET, and
checking for the square wave gate drive for both FETs.  If the square



wave is not present on both FET gate pads then IC601 should be replaced.
Once both gate drives are working the high side drive FET can be
installed and the jumpers removed.



Installation Notes

Input impedance to 12V source must be less than .1 ohms.  This is
usually accomplished using a large sized capacitor across input supply
lines.

120VAC Input Voltage:
It is possible to run the amplifier with a transformer, rectifier and
capacitor for a power supply.  The important thing to remember is that
the amplifier can draw 16A of current in a surge.  The supply voltage
ripple should not allow the input voltage to drop below 10V on one
surge.  The surges usually last longer than one cycle of the line
voltage so the supply should be designed for a 16A load.  It is
important to consider the maximum ripple current ratings of the
capacitors when using them for the supply.

Remote Turn On:
Many users have requested this feature.  To do this, lift the anode of
D101 off the board (breaking the connection to the 12V supply) and
connect the anode of D101 (The side away from C102) to the remote power
line.  The amplifier will draw about 50mA on the remote turn on line.
It is important to note that the internal supply capacitors will still
be charged up.  If the input power supply will see rapid rise times such
as being switched on, then it would be advisable to add an inrush
current limiter or a startup relay to the circuit to prevent a large
inrush current.

Input sources:
The amplifier can be used with either balanced or unbalanced inputs.  To
use an unbalanced input, connect the IN- terminal to the amplifier
ground and the source ground.  Connect the IN+ terminal to the signal
line.  For a balanced input, connect the IN+ to the positive input and
the IN- to the negative input.

A note about low power head units.  A resistor may be required across
the input terminals (8 ohms) to load down any noise created by the head
unit amplifiers.

Crossovers/Filters
When running something like a subwoofer or frequency specific speaker it
is best to filter the incoming signal to the amplifier rather than
amplify the entire signal and then filter the output. This has the
advantage that you will not be wasting headroom amplifying useless
signals.

Mechanical Installation

The mechanical installation of this kit versus previous versions has
significantly changed.  The board is now mounted using 4-40 screws.  The
board should be 1/4” above the surface of the case.  The aluminum block
should be drilled and optionally tapped so that it can be attached to
the bottom of the board using the 4-40 mounting screws included (the
mounting holes are exactly 5” apart).  This block must be in contact
with the surface of the case to conduct heat away from the board to the
case.  1/4” spacers can be used to keep the board off the side of the
chassis.





















Appendix A – Component Marking

Resistors:
Resistors are marked with a standard banding system.  Each band represents a number.
The colors and the numbers they represent are:
Black 0
Brown 1 or 1% tolerance
Red 2 or 2% tolerance
Orange 3
Yellow 4
Green 5
Blue 6
Purple 7
Grey 8
White 9
Gold 0.1 multiplier or 5% tolerance
Silver 0.01 multiplier or 10% tolerance

The bands will be in the following order:
Significant figures (2 for standard, 3 for 1% resistors)
Multiplier (the number of zeroes following the significant figures)
Tolerance

The first band is usually closer to the end of the resistor than the final band.

Power resistors usually have the value written on the side of them.

Surface mount resistors and POTs have the value screen printed on the top.  A 1%
resistor will have 4 digits consisting of 3 significant figures and the multiplier.
The 5% resistors only have 2 significant digits followed by the multiplier.  A part
marked 102 would be a 1K resistor.  Be careful, the number 102 upside down can be
read as 501 which would be 500 ohms.  For small values you may see the resistors
marked with an R.  The R is the decimal place holder.  A component marked 1R3 is a
1.3 ohm resistor.

Capacitors:
Small value capacitors will have a number written on the side.  It will be 3 digits
with possibly a letter following it.  This number is the value of the capacitor in
picofarads.  The first 2 digits are the significant figures of the value and the
last digit is the number of zeroes following the number.

Example:
The number 472 on the side of the capacitor would mean that the first 2 significant
digits are 47 followed by 2 zeroes.  The value of the part is 4700 pF.

Surface mount capacitors may not be marked.  Whenever dealing with surface mount
parts, keep them on the tape until you are ready to install them.  If they are mixed
up, there is no way to tell (except the circuit doesn’t work).

Large value capacitors are big enoug that the ratings are still written on them.

Transistors:
The part number should be marked on the flat side of the transistor for through hole
components.

Surface mount parts may not be marked so keep them in the tape until you are about
to install the part.

Integrated Circuits:

For generic chips, the usual format is some letters to indicate the manufacturer,
the part number followed by the package info.  There will be a date code and other
info.  Components that do not follow this are noted on the parts list.



Diodes
The general purpose switching diodes are not marked.  They only have the band on
them (1N4148).

Other diodes have the number written on the side of them.

Coils and Inductors

The parts will either be marked with the part number or only fit in one location.

Metric System and Scientific notation

The prefixes that are applied to units such as farads (F), meters(m), and any other
units of measure act as multipliers to those units.  For example Kohm means 1000
ohms.  mm means 1/1000 meter.  Multipliers that are less than 1 are not capitalized,
Multipliers greater than 1 are.

Femto (f) = 1e-15 or 0.000 000 000 000 001
Pico (p) = 1e-12 or 0.000 000 000 001
Nano (n) = 1e-9 or 0.000 000 001
Micro (u) = 1e-6 or 0.000 001
Milli (m) = 1e-3 or 0.001
None =1
Kilo (K) = 1e3 or 1000
Mega (M) = 1e6 or 1 000 000
Giga (G) = 1e9 or 1 000 000 000
Tera (T) = 1e12 or 1 000 000 000 000

Sometimes numbers are expressed in the format of N.NNN e MMM.  This basically takes
the number N.NNN and multiplies it by 10 to the power of MMM.

Reading Schematics

The rules that are used to determine connectivity on the schematics is as follows:
1)Wires that cross without pins (the connection dot) are not connected.
2)Wires that end on another wire are connected to that wire.  No pin is required for
connection.
3)Named wires are connected to wires with the same name.  This applies to all
schematics in a project.  If a wire is named “LFIN” it will be connected to all
other wires named “LFIN” on all of the schematics.  The name usually appears beside
or at the end of a wire.  The one exception is when the wire is connected to a bus.
4)When a wire ends on a bus (the fat lines), it will have a name.  All the wires
with the same name connected to that bus will be connected.  The busses may span
schematics the same way a named wire can span schematics.  A bus with the same name
on different schematics in the project are connected.



PA1X200 Case Assembly Instructions 
 
Printed circuit board assembly 
 
The components are installed as shown on the parts placement diagram 
with the following exceptions: 
1)RLY1 mounts on the back side of the board 
2)The 20 pin header mounts on the back side of the board 
3)C5 and C4 need to be mounted with enough slack in their leads that 
they can be bent over and not run into the front of the enclosure. 
4)The 10K pots need to have the leads bent away from the board and wires 
are needed to connect them to the board.  Trimmed part leads are good 
for this. 
5)Since there is a fuse on the amplifier board, F1 is replaced with a 
wire.   
 
There is one wiring error on the board.  Pin 8 of IC1 should be 
connected to the lead of R1 that is closest to pin 1 of IC1.  The lead 
of R1 should still be connected to the board. 
 
Set the gain control pot on the power amplifier board to half way. 
 
The pads marked POWER, RETURN, OUT+, and OUT- should be connected to the 
pads(or terminals if a terminal strip is used) on the power amplifier 
marked POWER, RETURN, OUT+ and OUT- using 18 gauge wire.  Use 6 inch 
pieces for enough slack to put the case together.  Slide the 20 pin 
ribbon cable on the 20 pin headers.  The red stripe should go towards 
pin 1 on both the front panel and the amplifier. 
 
If you are using the case with the revision 4 power amplifier, the 
following components are not needed: RLY1, D5, D4, R5, Q2, D3, R19, SW1.  
This is because the revision 4 amplifiers are AC coupled and the remote 
turn on is not done using a relay.   
To implement the remote turn on with a revision 4 PCB, Lift the end of 
D101 connected to the power input.  Connect TS1 pin 1 to the open end of 
D101.  Insulate the connection with tubing or electrical tape.  
 
Testing the Amplifier with the Front Panel 
 
All of these tests should be done without an input or speaker connected 
to the amplifier. 
 
Set the gain pot (R20) to the midpoint. 
Connect the return and power leads to the power supply.  The relay 
should not turn on. 
Connect the REM terminal to the POWER terminal.  The following things 
should happen: 
 -The relay should click. 
 -Both the red and green LEDs should turn on 
 -The red LED should go out. 
Using a voltmeter, measure the voltage from the RETURN terminal to both 
of the OUT terminals.  The voltage should be the same at approximately 
6V.  If there is a big difference between the two: 
 -Disconnect power 
 -remove the 20 pin cable 
 -apply power 
Test the output terminals again.  If the difference still exists then 
the fault is in the power amplifier.  If it disappears then the fault is 
in the preamplifier or filter circuits on the front panel board. 
If the problem is in the front panel: 



Reconnect the front panel and check the voltages in the 
preamplifier.  Using the voltage at the junction between R18 and 
R21 as a reference, the voltages at the inputs and outputs of the 
op amps should be +/-.5V.  The voltage at the junction of R18 and 
R20 should be around -6 to -10V with respect to the RETURN 
terminal. 

 
Disconnect the REM lead and connect the input(signal source) to the 
power amplifier.  Reconnect the REM lead.  Check the output terminals 
again.  If there is a big voltage difference on the output terminals 
then try putting SW1 in the up position.  This will put the DC block in 
to prevent DC biasing of the input.   
 
Connect the voltmeter across the OUT+ and OUT- terminals.  Adjust the 
offset pot(R19) to get 0V.  It is now time to install the amplifier into 
the metalwork. 
 
Due to electrical changes in the design of the revision 4 amplifier, the 
following things need to be done: 
 
Installing the Front Panel and the Power Amplifier into the Case 
 
To mount the power amplifier in the case it requires five 1/4” 4-40 
screws.  These hold the amplifier into the top of the case.  If you are 
using a Revision 2 or Revision 3 power amplifier kit, then there are 2 
mounting standoffs that do not line up properly.  The holes need to be 
extended by .1 inch towards the edge of the board.  This can be done by 
a couple of different ways: 
1)Use a fine tooth hacksaw (or just the blade) to cut from the edge of 
the board to the hole.  This will change the hole to a slit that the 
bolt can sit in. 
2)File the hole using a small file to allow the bolt to fit 
3)Use a dremmel or drill to extend the hole by drilling a second one 
next to it.  Use a 1/8” drill bit.  Center punching may help the bit 
stay on target. 
 
If you are using a revision 4 power amplifier, you will need to add an 
insulator over the center mounting post to prevent it from shorting to 
the top of the PCB. 
 
To install the front panel you will be using four of the standoffs on 
the bottom half of the case.  The mounting posts line up with four 
corners of the board.   
On 3 of the mounting posts, you need to use the aluminum standoffs to 
space the board an extra 1/8” away from the front of the case.  These 
posts are located in the corners near F1, TS1, and J1.  For the last 
corner the 3/8” nylon standoff is slipped over the installed standoff.  
The last mounting post is in the corner near the switches.  To mount the 
front panel board use the 3/8” 4-40 screws.   
 
Once the 2 boards are installed then connect the wiring up as it was 
during the tests.  Connect the POWER, RETURN, OUT+, and OUT- to their 
respective pads (or terminals) on the power amplifier.  Install the 20 
pin ribbon cable from the front panel to the power amplifier. 
 
At this point in time it is probably worth testing out the amplifier to 
make sure nothing was damaged during the installation (see the previous 
tests) 
 



If everything is functioning, the case can be put together.  Use the 6 
#2-56 flat head hex screws to hold the chassis together.  Use 2 on the 
front, 2 on the bottom and 2 on the back.  There are more mounting holes 
than that in the chassis but some do not line up due to mechanical 
tolerances.  6 screws are plenty to hold the case together. 
 
Retest the amplifier and front panel and install the amplifier according 
to the directions in the manual.  The only changes to the installation 
procedure in the manual is that the control adjustments are done on the 
front panel. 
 



 



 



 
  
 


